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00:15:40 Lindsey Moss: Welcome everyone! Thanks for joining week 2!

00:15:40 Jorena: HI I’m Jorena and I am watching from NC

00:15:41 Traci Maturo: Traci- NJ High school Art Teacher

00:15:43 Carrie Johnson: I’m Carrie from Valrico Florida

00:15:44 DANIELLE AGIN: Hi! Danielle from Kansas City, MO! High School Art teacher

00:15:52 Heather Evans: Hi Heather here , watching from eastern Long Island

00:15:56 Rachael: Hello! Rachael from Seattle, WA

00:16:02 Ariel Pirwitz: Ariel, NY, MWCSD

00:16:02 Drew Kutcher: Hi I’m Drew, watching from Cape Cod, MA

00:16:04 Jimmy Test: Rhonda Wilson-Williams. Ponte Vedra Beach, FL!

00:16:04 lbrett: LIz Brett, elementary art teacher watching from NH

00:16:04 Meri Buono: Hi, Meri from Shrewsbury, MA - elementary art

00:16:06 dganju: Hello - Diana from Massachusetts

00:16:07 Natalie: Hi all! I’m Natalie from Spokane, WA

00:16:08 Darrell Harvey: Darrell from Fort Worth, TX

00:16:09 BJohnson: Hello, My name is Brenda, and I am joining from WI

00:16:09 rvandyk1: Hi, Rosemary from Calgary, Canada

00:16:11 Tami: Tami in Florida

00:16:12 Heather Anderson: Hello!  I’m Heather watching from Canby, Oregon

00:16:15 Liza Schlienger: Liza from Buena, New Jersey

00:16:19 Becky C: Becky in Kentucky

00:16:20 Maggie Robinson: Hi! Maggie from Howard County, Maryland

00:16:21 Amy Oliver: Hi Amy here, watching from Gretna, Nebraska

00:16:26 samantha: Hi! Samantha from Ohio

00:16:29 JW-MT: Hi from Montana!

00:16:29 NFURLONG: Nick here! HS art teacher in Houston, Tx!!

00:16:30 Christabelle Toohey: Christabelle in Australia

00:16:30 Abbey Potter: Hey guys! Abbey Potter here from Rochester, Minnesota

00:16:31 Alexandra: Alexandra from Teaneck, NJ

00:16:32 Mrs. Hoisington: Hello from Jen - Pennsylvania Art Teacher

00:16:33 Amy Knapp: Hi! from Sterling, Illinois

00:16:40 Holly Berchet-Hall: Greetings from the Pacific Northwest--Holly in Lacey, WA 

00:16:40 Marti Anderson: Hi. Marti from Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

00:16:47 Rebecca A: Hello! Rebecca watching from Los Angeles, CA

00:16:49 Tracy Korneffel: Will this recording be available later? I need to get the kids to bed

00:16:51 Amanda Kelso: Hi! Watching from Dallas, TX

00:17:00 Lisa Cox: I’m in Texas just east of Denton.

00:17:05 Lindsey Moss: Yes! The recording will be available on the website!

00:17:06 Jane Silva: The guy sounds like the podcast guy

00:17:13 Lindsey Moss: And the magazine will provide a recap!

00:17:24 Lindsey Moss: Tim IS the podcast guy!

00:17:24 Therese: Hello! Therese from Santa Rosa, CA - middle school art teacher.

00:17:31 Christine Doty: Hi! Christie from Columbus, Ohio



00:17:37 Linnia Johnson: My name is Linnia watching from York, PA/ Gettysburg Area Middle School Art Teacher

00:17:37 Ms Cofone: Hi Jennifer Cofone from Wayne Township Public Schools in Wayne, NJ

00:17:42 Lindsey Moss: Don’t worry, we are recording this entire webinar, and you can access it after the fact. 

We will send out an email with the recording, it will be at the top of the Art of Education University facebook page for 

the next few days, and it should be available on the AOEU website as well.

00:17:42 Heather Evans: What is the podcast?

00:17:43 May_Emily: Hello from Anchroage, AK

00:17:47 loriamer: Hi from New Rochelle, NY -middle school, using google classroom

00:17:54 Traci Maturo: Hi Jen from NJ

00:17:56 Lindsey Moss: AOEU has 2 podcasts!!! Check them out on our site!

00:17:59 Carrie Woody: My name is Carrie watching from Lancaster, PA Elementary Art!

00:18:07 Ms Cofone: Hi traci!!!  how are you?

00:18:11 Lindsey Moss: We will link a few of the podcast episodes here tonight!

00:18:19 amberkane: Carrie, I’m in Lancaster Pa too!!

00:18:23 Kris C: Hi Kris from Long Island NY elementary and middle school

00:18:33 Phil: Hello from Youngstown, OH! Middle School (5-8)

00:18:42 Traci Maturo: I’m Good. How are you?

00:19:03 Lindsey Moss: I’ll link Amanda’s articles here!

00:19:13 Lindsey Moss: 10 Shows to Keep Kids Engaged: https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/20/10-shows-to-keep-

kids-engaged-during-school-closures/

00:19:28 Lindsey Moss: The Best How to Work From Home Tips

https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/23/now-how-to-successfully-work-from-home/

00:19:41 Barb Schriner-Schmitt: Hello I am Barb from Door County WI

00:19:43 Lindsey Moss: How to Create Demo Videos for Your Students

https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/24/how-to-create-demo-videos-for-your-students/

00:19:45 Nancy Greene: Hi Nancy from NH K-6 

00:19:57 Lindsey Moss: How To Connect With Your Students Using Zoom

https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/25/how-to-connect-with-your-students-using-zoom/

00:20:01 Holonics_Amy: Hey from Alaska

00:20:09 Lindsey Moss: Wow! Hello Alaska!

00:20:19 Lindsey Moss: How to Use Google Classroom in the Art Room

https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/26/how-to-use-google-classroom-in-the-art-room/

00:20:26 artclass: AWESOME!!!

00:20:38 loriamer: yay!! thank you google classroom help

00:20:39 Ms Cofone: Hi Kirstin!!

00:21:17 Lindsey Moss: FLEX Landing Page

https://theartofeducation.edu/flex/

00:21:27 Jorena: Fantastic- I might share this with my fellow enrichment teachers!

00:21:43 charles Jordan: Hello from Mississippi 

00:21:46 DANIELLE AGIN: Where are these articles located?

00:21:46 Heather Shockley: Heather from Maryland here!

00:21:55 Doris Mason: My first Zoom ever. Hi, everyone! 

00:22:02 Lindsey Moss: If you would like someone at AOEU to talk to your district about FLEX or PRO, fill out 

the form here: https://theartofeducation.edu/webinar-product-questions/

You can also call 515.293.7018 to speak with someone and get your questions answered!

00:22:17 Lindsey Moss: The articles are all linked above, but you can find them on the AOE website too!

00:22:26 Lindsey Moss: First Zoom?! Welcome!!!

00:22:51 Lindsey Moss: Tim is talking about this recent podcast: Podcast--Taking Care of Ourselves and Our 



Families

https://theartofeducation.edu/podcasts/taking-care-of-ourselves-and-our-families-ep-211/

00:23:07 Lindsey Moss: Here is Nic’s recent podcast too! Podcast--Options for Distance Learning

https://theartofeducation.edu/podcasts/beginning-options-for-distance-learning-ep-134/

00:23:18 Crystal Lyon: It makes me feel better to know that others are trying to get themselves gathered at 

home. 

00:23:28 Lindsey Moss: Wanna catch up on last week??? Last Week’s Webinar

https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/25/week-1-webinar-re-cap-art-education-and-the-coronavirus/

00:23:54 Lindsey Moss: Yes!!!! We are ALL trying to wrap our heads around this new situation….

00:24:05 Heidi Hurley: Love the mindfulness links and resources. Thanks

00:24:18 Maggie Robinson: love the updates

00:24:24 Lindsey Moss: Oh good!!!! We will have more mindfulness topics tonight!!!

00:24:27 Heidi Hurley: Thank for all your efforts.

00:24:45 Lindsey Moss: You are welcome! We have to help each other!

00:24:47 Lindsey Moss: FLEX Landing Page

https://theartofeducation.edu/flex/

00:25:00 Lindsey Moss: FLEX and PRO

If you would like someone at AOEU to talk to your district about FLEX or PRO, fill out the form here: https://

theartofeducation.edu/webinar-product-questions/

You can also call 515.293.7018 to speak with someone and get your questions answered!

00:25:36 Lindsey Moss: Hello everyone!!! This is Lindsey:)

00:25:41 Jane Silva: How to use google classroom when you have 588 elementary students?

00:25:57 Ms Cofone: omg truth Jane!

00:26:09 Lindsey Moss: Yes!!! Check out Abby’s google article from this week… I have that many kids too! It is a 

lot to adjust to!

00:26:13 Jane Silva: Is flex still $49/month for individual subscription?

00:26:15 Tessa Hitz: Hi Amber and Carrie! Hi from Lebanon, PA

00:26:17 scarton: Feel the same!  I have 558 students.

00:26:23 Melissa Schulman: Can you use Zoom and Google Classroom?  Would you share a link for them to 

get on?

00:26:25 Kimberly Wheeler: you could divide them by home rooms

00:26:27 Stephanie Stein: Jane- our elementary art teacher is popping in on the classroom teacher’s zoom 

meetings when she meets her students, just once a week per teacher. That could work

00:26:27 Lindsey Moss: Yes, that is still the Flex monthly price!

00:26:29 Jimmy Test: Jane, set up “grade level” classrooms.  That’s wht I’ve done

00:26:40 Stacy: Same here

00:26:42 MARY KOPACZ: I made grade level Google Classrooms for K-5. It’s possible.

00:26:58 Ms Cofone: MB :)

00:27:46 robin grantz: I made google classrooms for 35 classes, k-6, for close to 800 students in all!

00:28:19 Tomi Rivera: i created a google classroom for each grade level

00:28:20 Carla Prinster : We have been on spring break so things have not started yet. kinda anxious

00:28:23 sharonmitchell: This is actually my first week so I am really feeling overwhelmed.

00:28:24 Cynthia Fread: I feel a bit better than last week.

00:28:32 Christine Doty: bit worse

00:28:38 Stacy: Our first week too, really overwhelmed as well

00:28:40 Karen Steadman: How many people are attending this webinar?

00:28:41 jennifer: over whelmed

00:28:42 Ariel Pirwitz: I miss my students. 



00:28:42 Angela Hill: A little more stressed this week. 

00:28:43 Traci Maturo: Our District wants to get rid of our spring break

00:28:44 Jeanette Frey: Feeling better

00:28:45 Alexandra: a bit worse

00:28:45 Heidi Hurley: TOTAL STRESS BUCKET HERE

00:28:46 Christabelle Toohey: a little better!

00:28:47 Melissa Schulman: I am intrigued with Zoom, and have been practicing with my colleague but am 

still trying to navigate the Zoom.

00:28:48 artclass: Better about online stuff but worse about the virus

00:28:49 Kimberly Wheeler: little overwhelmed still

00:28:57 Madelyn Ueltschi: little better but a bit overwhelmed of course!

00:29:05 loriamer: can we see it?

00:29:07 Melissa Schulman: How do you make a survey in Zoom?

00:29:09 Heather Evans: better about distance learning, worse about the corona spread

00:29:11 Cheryl Treiber-Kawaoka: Back and forth - better and then freaking out.

00:29:15 Mrs. Hoisington: What app do you use to make a pop up vote like that (is it part of Zoom)?

00:29:24 Melissa A: zoom

00:29:25 MARY KOPACZ: Week 2 is def. better!

00:29:26 Karen Steadman: You can do a poll if you have a paid subscription to zoom

00:29:27 Lindsey Moss: I think the survey is a function of a zoom webinar, not a meeting?

00:29:35 Melanie Devoy: Trying to learn too many new things all at the same time - overwhelming!

00:29:49 Karen Steadman: It can be at a meeting if you or your school have a Pro membership to zoom

00:29:50 Anna S: The more you know, the more you need to learn.-Anna, MD

00:29:58 Melissa Schulman: Is Zoom free for teachers?

00:30:06 Lindsey Moss: Right now I think so!

00:30:10 amberkane: Zoom is free for the first 40 minutes

00:30:19 Carrie Johnson: I agree, I’m so thankful to be a part of this teaching community!

00:30:20 Karen Steadman: Yes! - they have taken off the 40 minute limit for educators

00:30:29 Lindsey Moss: Thank goodness for Zoom!!!

00:30:36 robin grantz: I miss my students too! Feeling much better about my professional responsibilities, but 

worse about the virus and personal safety.

00:30:37 Abbey Potter: Love Zoom!

00:30:46 miranda b: my school system has been so slow to explain the expectations. It just stressful waiting 

to know what is allowed and what the expectations will be

00:30:52 Melissa Schulman: Thanks Karen!

00:30:55 Mrs. Hoisington: I love that so many teachers are sharing resources everywhere online and helping each 

other! 

00:30:57 Melissa A: free with limited things we can do, for ex, we can’t do a pole

00:31:17 Lindsey Moss: Hooray Amanda!!

00:31:22 robin grantz: Glad to have your support!

00:31:23 lindamiller: Alabama just shut it’s doors and we are off to online education

00:31:54 Melissa Schulman: I enjoy talking through the process.

00:32:03 Rosie Fischer: Yes, Robin Grantz!

00:32:25 Melissa A: they also were suppose to remove the 40 min limit for teachers, but I haven’t seen it on 

my account yet. hopefully it’s done before I start

00:32:31 Stacy: This is my first time attending a Zoom thing.  This afternoon had my first time on a Google 

Hangout.  Zoom definitely has better quality video and sound.

00:32:38 Lindsey Moss: YES! We all need a little grace!



00:32:47 Melissa A: I like it more. more features

00:32:53 Karen Steadman: I was in a meeting that went over 40 minutes and got a message during meeting 

saying the limit was taken off

00:33:09 Melissa Schulman: I think Google Hangout is only 10 people.

00:33:09 Lindsey Moss: Thats good to know!

00:33:28 Melissa A: really???

00:33:29 Melissa Schulman: Google Hangout 10 people for video correct?

00:33:32 Lindsey Moss: I’ve had up to 25 kids on zoom… it just makes 2 screens!

00:33:46 Teri Clark: We do google hangout with whole staff of 50

00:33:49 Melissa Schulman: Zoom seems awesome.

00:33:51 Jane Silva: We are not allowed to zoom yet

00:34:04 Teri Clark: Melissa I think it is up to 100

00:34:05 suzanne: Google hangout can do up to 25 people, I believe.

00:34:11 Tessa Hitz: Jane - same here. We can pre-record but cannot go live. :(

00:34:11 Jane Silva: we are not allowed to require assignments yet

00:34:28 Melissa A: I have been doing the zoom webinars, They are pretty good too

00:34:33 DANIELLE AGIN: We use Zoom for Staff meetings right now!

00:34:52 Nancy Greene: We are allowed to zoom just no recording 

00:34:56 Melissa Schulman: One thing we have come across is teachers at one school probably need to 

make a schedule so the student is only on Zoom with one teacher at a time.

00:34:59 Holly Berchet-Hall: Google Meet has been working for us. You can have 100 participants. The video 

and audio quality was actually better for us than the Zoom meeting we did before the Google Meet. Probably depends 

on the quality of the equipment being used.

00:35:06 Jane Silva: I have not been able to concentrate clearly, overwhelmed with all the resources, don’t 

know where to start

00:35:20 Melissa Schulman: Teri with video up to 50? Chat I know is 100.

00:35:29 Rosie Fischer: K-5 Art. My specials team each took a day of the week to post on a shared Padlet. We 

haven’t zoomed w the kids yet but will ask classroom teachers to invite us when they meet w their classes.

00:35:34 Nancy Greene: Jane I know exactly how you feel!

00:35:43 Katrina Connelley: Yes, Jane Silva

00:35:49 Pam: Pam from NJ

00:35:59 Lindsey Moss: Prep for life!

00:36:06 Teri Clark: Melissa we are using google hangout…and it is with video…whoever is talking is the main 

picture…and we chat on the side bar

00:36:11 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/

HowToBuildAScheduleThatWorksForYourFamily_Week2.pdf

00:36:55 Pam: Pam from NJ I have worked at home a lot and I decided after 2 days of loosing my mind. 

Simplify if you can.

00:37:27 Nancy Greene: Right now what my district is having us create  art activity cards each week

00:37:40 Lindsey Moss: Tell us more about these cards...

00:37:56 Pam: I have been giving multiple grades the same assignment. Differentiation so that it works for them 

and me.  This is giving me time to breath, and deal with upcoming paperwork deadlines for the district and decide on 

how to approach.

00:38:47 Jorena: is this schedule editable?

00:38:56 artclass: My district still doesn’t know what or how we are going to do it- kids don’t all have 

computers yet.

00:38:58 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/SampleDailySchedule_

Week2.pdf



00:39:15 Melissa A: doesn’t look like it

00:39:32 Nancy Greene: Will do my best...its like a tic-tac-toe board, but instead all specialists have placed 

activities specific to them

00:39:55 Lindsey Moss: No, not editable… its a PDF..but its a great model to make your own!

00:40:24 Nancy Greene: We have created them for K-2 and 3-6 graders, and have been asked to have them ready 

each Friday

00:40:41 Melissa A: we just found out Monday we aren’t coming back. I have no idea what to expect

00:40:44 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/10MysterBoxActivities_

Week2.pdf

00:41:18 Lindsey Moss: So fun!

00:41:20 Nancy Greene: I have also created google classrooms, I am assigned to 3 different schools so each is 

using a different platform to communicate with students

00:41:40 Melissa A: :(

00:41:45 Jane Silva: If my classroom teachers use google classroom, should I just ask to join them?

00:41:55 Lindsey Moss: Amanda is our Director of K-12 PD, but she used to be our magazine editor and writer. If 

you want to read more ideas from Amanda, check them out here: https://theartofeducation.edu/author/amandaheyn/

00:42:09 Heidi Hurley: This would be a great activity to share with parents at home (parents of students, not 

just teachers...)

00:42:09 Kemmie Bayliss: Wow! Thanks Amanda!

00:42:21 Heather Evans: thanks

00:42:24 Nancy Greene: So do I lately!!

00:42:30 Melissa A: thank you so much!!!

00:42:30 Lindsey Moss: Thank you Amanda!!!

00:42:41 Lindsey Moss: Tim, BEST question…my kids are SO snarky right now

00:42:49 Ms Cofone: love Kids eat in Color!

00:42:51 Lindsey Moss: snacky!!! Not snarky:)

00:43:00 Lindsey Moss: Well, maybe...

00:43:05 Melissa A: hahah

00:43:10 Tessa Hitz: mine gets snarky WHEN he’s snacky 

00:43:13 Rosie Fischer: I would like to know about the most efficient way to use Google Classroom to organize 

400 kids/20 classes.

00:43:17 Barb Schriner-Schmitt: Yes, you can join other teacher’s google classrooms if they invite you

00:43:23 Megan Planz: What about single mothers… any advice?

00:43:41 Anna S: I like the idea of prepping snacks and leaving them in a bin in the frig. They pick what and when 

but when they are gone, they re gone.

00:43:46 Jimmy Test: are the chats saveable?  Thereś great info I cant follow while following the webinar...

00:43:59 Lindsey Moss: Yes! We will make a transcript available!

00:44:00 Jane Silva: Thanks, Barb. I’ll ask the teachers. :)

00:44:39 Heidi Hurley: Thanks Lindsey!!

00:44:43 Tessa Hitz: Megan I’m with you too girl! If you’d like to connect for support and ideas feel free!

00:44:47 Lindsey Moss: No problem!!

00:44:51 Barb Schriner-Schmitt: Thanks Lindsey for chat transcript...I am still trying to access last weeks!  Please 

give us the info to get to them :)

00:45:04 Lindsey Moss: It wasn’t the page? I’ll find out!!!

00:45:11 Jimmy Test: yes, please!

00:45:21 Stacy: If I have my own Google Classroom, is linking it into the appropriate classroom teacher’s Google 

Classroom an option?

00:45:35 Jane Silva: Good question, Stacy. :)



00:46:32 Nancy Greene: Yes that is a great question Stacy

00:46:35 Lindsey Moss: You can find Laura’s artistic response project here: https://sites.google.com/view/

artistic-response-project

00:46:56 Tetraz4u!: will there be any sort of certificate or something that we can provide our district for 

proof that we attended these webinars??

00:46:59 Bethany Dodd: Stacy, you can share you google classroom code with the classroom teacher so the kids 

can join

00:47:58 Jane Silva: What grade levels for Artistic Response Project?

00:48:08 Pam: I have 400 students. Each class has their own classroom In google that I create but K-2 are using 

See Saw. I love it for the little ones and wish 3-4 were using also. You can use many of the SeeSaw features for free. Its 

very user friendly for little ones and they can do themselves. I’m linked in their classes, but they. Had to start the class 

and then when I create a class in art it just links.  Our school pays for it, is we have some things that the free one does 

not.

00:48:10 Bethany Dodd: I’ve also been attending classroom teachers zoom meetings with their kids so I can 

promote my google classroom so they can join and so I can also say hi to them t

00:48:13 Melissa A: Any age?

00:48:59 Lindsey Moss: Okay!!!! I’m back and I found it!!! The link from last week’s chat! https://artofed-uploads.

nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/ChatArchive.pdf

00:49:17 suzanne: What do you do if your students have no art materials at home?

00:49:26 Lindsey Moss: Looks like any age…

00:49:34 Melissa A: thank you!!

00:50:11 Nancy Greene: I have some classroom teachers using class dojo, google classroom. We have been using seesaw 

in some schools and I really like it as well. Not really certain why they are not choosing to utilize it as a communication 

tool

00:50:15 Megan Planz: Tessa Hitz my email is planzmr@nv.ccsd.net

00:50:29 Lindsey Moss: No art supplies at home…maybe found object art? Or torn paper collage (they don’t glue 

but just put it together like a puzzle?

00:50:43 Tessa Hitz: Megan. Got it. :) I’ll send you an email soon.

00:50:50 Lindsey Moss: Painting with coffee? Or mud? Those were Abby’s ideas last week:)

00:50:54 Rosie Fischer: Has anyone done a google poll for their students or parents to see what they have to 

work with at home (time and resources)?

00:51:19 Jill Herndon: Jill - Marietta , Georgia - I found some cool lesson with instant coffee. Great for learning value 

and shading,

00:51:34 Stephanie Stein: Will Laura be sharing the google slides?

00:51:36 Lindsey Moss: Or, have you seen the art teacher making landscapes out of laundry on instagram? 

Hilarious! But it works!

00:51:40 Tessa Hitz: Good ideas Rosie and Jill!

00:52:03 Lindsey Moss: I don’t have her slides linked…but her site has a BUNCH of stuff on it… You can find 

Laura’s artistic response project here: https://sites.google.com/view/artistic-response-project

00:52:13 Karen Steadman: The slides are on her site!

00:52:20 Lindsey Moss: Woo hoo! Thanks!!

00:52:32 JW-MT: such an awesome project

00:52:37 Jane Silva: Thank you! :)

00:52:38 suzanne: Lindsey - thanks!

00:52:43 Kemmie Bayliss: Thank you Laura!

00:52:48 Rosie Fischer: Thank you for the link!

00:52:48 Melissa A: Thank you !!!

00:52:50 Lindsey Moss: Thanks Laura!!!



00:52:56 Heather Evans: Wonderful idea, thanks Laura!

00:52:58 Erica: Thank you Laura!

00:53:04 Nancy Greene: Wonderful!

00:53:05 Lisa Cox: How do we find the links?

00:53:07 Barb Schriner-Schmitt: Love your idea Laura!

00:53:10 Lindsey Moss: Hooray for Janet! LOVE her!

00:53:17 artclass: Thanks Laura!

00:53:34 Lindsey Moss: The links are all in this chat, which will be archived…or you can check the magazine 

tomorrow for the recap!

00:54:03 Lindsey Moss: Or here! https://theartofeducation.edu/coronavirus/

00:54:14 suzanne: Lindsey - I will have to check out the laundry landscapes...sounds great!

00:54:28 Stacy: They are really cool

00:54:35 Lindsey Moss: There was a starry night with socks for stars:)

00:54:37 Lisa Cox: thank yiu

00:55:20 Jorena: Canvas seems clunky compared to Google Classrooms.  Tractor/Porsche

00:55:39 Lindsey Moss: I have used Canvas and I sometimes get lost…

00:55:56 Melissa A: Ive heard of it, but never looked into canvas

00:56:03 Karen Steadman: Anyone have a link to the laundry art?

00:56:15 Lindsey Moss: I’ll look!

00:56:37 Kemmie Bayliss: I attended a PD on Canvas and was completely lost.

00:56:56 Jane Silva: I truly think assignments should be suggestions at this time, not required, K-12.

00:57:06 Erica: We keep being told that the remote learning is not going to count. So the school is not pushing 

online learning. Students are not really connecting

00:57:20 suzanne: We left school at the 9 week quarter switch...I haven’t had these students yet...any 

suggestions for how to get to know your students if you haven’t had them yet?

00:57:21 Stacy: ;(

00:57:25 Rosie Fischer: I took a college course last summer and used Canvas. I didn’t find it to be very user 

friendly.

00:57:39 Karen Steadman: @suzanne have you used flipgrid?

00:57:40 Melissa A: https://www.facebook.com/photo.

php?fbid=10221229654234781&set=gm.1270478963160538&type=3&theater&ifg=1

00:57:42 Jane Silva: My daughter’s high school students are all over twitter and Instagram.

00:57:50 Karen Steadman: Kids can post videos and see each other’s on flip grid...

00:57:55 TJ Thomas: @suzanne, you could have them make an artwork that talks about their identity

00:58:01 Lindsey Moss: Janet wrote a great article about switching to online teaching: https://theartofeducation.

edu/2020/03/18/what-to-do-when-you-have-to-switch-to-remote-learning/

00:58:07 Melissa A: l^^^^laundry art

00:58:14 Melissa Schulman: What grade level does the panelist teach currently?

00:58:20 suzanne: No what is flipgrid?

00:58:27 Kemmie Bayliss: Thank you Lindsey!

00:58:29 Jane Silva: Thank you, Lindsey for the article.

00:58:30 Lindsey Moss: I can’t find it… it was Facebook…anybody else seen the laundry?:)

00:58:31 suzanne: TJ I like that!

00:58:32 TJ Thomas: @melissa A 9-12

00:58:46 Melissa A: pk-5

00:58:53 Rachael: Flipgrid is awesome!

00:58:56 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/

UnimaginableItemCreativityChallengeWeek2.pdf



00:59:00 Karen Steadman: Flipgrid- a video posting platform that is AWESOME

00:59:09 Ariel Pirwitz: How would you connect with over 650 students?

00:59:18 Rosie Fischer: We have been having a good response with Padlet

00:59:26 Melissa A: I am looking forward to flipgrid

00:59:30 Karen Steadman: Same as google classroom, divide the kids into homerooms, advisories or grade 

levels

00:59:32 Lindsey Moss: Follow Janet on Twitter and Instagram at https://twitter.com/jataylorart

01:00:00 scarton: How do you connect with each student when you have almost 600 of them?  And elementary.  

I can’t ask for 600 video responses on how they are, especially from my little kinder.  I want to connect but how when I 

have so many?  K-5.

01:00:06 Denise Holz: how many days do you give students to do the creativity challenge?

01:00:13 Pam: We were told our learning will count, but that grades and projects don’t have to be done in specials like 

art, music, etc. However our superintendent had created a ton of enrichment activities for students in the afternoon, so 

they have our assignments that many of the middle school are not doing. So I’m keeping it legitimate art ed, but not 

killing myself until the state sends more direction.

01:00:45 Nfields: are all these slides going to be shared on the website ?

01:00:46 Karen Steadman: Is there a link to Janet’s creativity challenge slides?

01:00:48 Ms Cofone: show this!

01:00:50 Melissa A: What a great idea about the emojis

01:00:54 TJ Thomas: thank you!

01:00:57 TJ Thomas: can’t see anything

01:00:59 Lorrinda Cerrutti: what is Janet’s Insta?

01:01:18 jmatas: Yay Janet

01:01:21 Jane Silva: My poor district had one whole grade level complete an Art for Kids Hub “Cat in the Hat” 

drawing. :(

01:01:25 Lindsey Moss: Not sure… but here is her twitter https://twitter.com/jataylorart

01:01:41 Timothy Bogatz: Janet is @jataylor on both Twitter and Instagram

01:01:48 Lindsey Moss: Here is the doc…https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/

UnimaginableItemCreativityChallengeWeek2.pdf

01:01:59 Jane Silva: Cool, cookie emojis :)

01:02:36 TJ Thomas: You can download the pdf from Mike

01:02:46 Rosie Fischer: scarton, I am right there with you!

01:02:49 Melissa A: cookie emoji :)

01:03:06 Lindsey Moss: Janet writes regularly for AOE See all of Janet’s articles here: https://theartofeducation.

edu/author/janet-taylor-2/

01:03:19 Lindsey Moss: Here it is!https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/

UnimaginableItemCreativityChallengeWeek2.pdf

01:03:39 OMS: Where do we get Mike’s PDF?

01:04:13 DANIELLE AGIN: Is Mike Driscoll’s Photography Challenges available for download?!

01:04:13 Carrie Johnson: Where can we get her Google document?

01:04:26 Bryan Warner: Lindsey, I tried the unimaginable item link but it wasn’t working for me.  Is that link on 

the AOEU webpage? 

01:04:46 Lindsey Moss: Yes…. Let me try again for you.

01:04:49 Timothy Bogatz: Janet has shared all of these resources on her social media pages . . . @jataylor 

on Instagram and Twitter.

01:04:56 TJ Thomas: yes, i have mike’s stuff just looking for it

01:05:01 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/

UnimaginableItemCreativityChallengeWeek2.pdf



01:05:11 TJ Thomas: it’s amazing! especially for HG

01:05:40 suzanne: Janet, maybe have your jewelry students make a giant’s ring out of cardboard!

01:05:41 Lindsey Moss: LOVE the fort idea!!!

01:06:10 Jorena: Is there any place besides instagram or twitter to get this?  I am old school and proud I can use 

facebook.

01:06:11 TJ Thomas: I meant for HS

01:06:20 Tetraz4u!: will there be any sort of certificate or something that we can provide our district for 

proof that we attended these webinars??

01:06:32 Bryan Warner: That worked!  Thanks Lindsey! 

01:06:35 Heidi Hurley: is your work/ student work being assessed?? if so... how are youdoing it??

01:06:39 Lindsey Moss: Hooray!

01:07:19 TJ Thomas: https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/Photo%20Challenge%20Cards%20-%20SOCIAL%20

DISTANCING.pdf?token=AWytA1nC9_hI7MRlfIdNtYYIHTrfEUnVdgz9Z_NoQ0m1MDoV4sLdAoKc7FHZfS38C2PNc3HKWk

N4vl1guCOE5CitFr-XiFgIPmieS7DJeKxF6zzZ4SdCNE5Qs8CzIJ4rK9FVpeo9CN2BazAhlLjNW0vNWag29BFV0RPdigzvitd

qpA

01:07:19 Lindsey Moss: I do not think we are offer pd certificates for the webinars right now…just trying to give 

everybody some support for now.

01:07:25 Liza Schlienger: I’m curious how you’re assessing these ? 

01:08:02 farah taleb: Can we please have access to view these slides?

01:08:14 Bryan Warner: Thanks Janet!  That was awesome! 

01:08:15 Abbey Potter: yes please!

01:08:19 artclass: Thanks Janet

01:08:21 TJ Thomas: sorry that link is so long...but i can email the pdf if someone needs it...

01:08:21 Mizel Art: How are you meeting with your students? Do they do the work you give them?

01:08:21 Rosie Fischer: This reminds me of a service project our HS resource students did which was to paper paper 

beads for lanyards that they made for district staff as a fundraiser.

01:08:33 Amy Oliver: Wow!  Thank you Janet Taylor!

01:08:42 Melissa A: That was great!

01:08:49 Timothy Bogatz: Check out Janet’s website here too: https://artedcollective.weebly.com/

01:08:50 Lindsey Moss: Sounds like you can get the slides on her social media, maybe? https://twitter.com/

jataylorart

01:08:53 Jorena: It was awesome Janet!  Great job!  But I would love an easy to access link for these examples.

01:08:58 miranda b: Thank you Janet!

01:09:00 MARY KOPACZ: Thank you JANET!!! So many great ideas. 

01:09:02 Tetraz4u!: @Lindsey Moss thank you for your response.... I just want to prove to my district that I 

am watching there.... we have to prove any and all PD we do during this time.

01:09:04 Alexandra: Thank you Janet!

01:09:05 mheistand: Thank you!

01:09:07 TJ Thomas: Thank you Janet!

01:09:08 Cheryl Treiber-Kawaoka: Wonderful ideas! Thanks

01:09:10 dganju: Is janet’s presentation available? So fast hard to take notes. Thank uou

01:09:12 Linda Lohmann: Great ideas - Thank you-

01:09:18 Erica: Thank you Janet! So useful

01:09:18 buvarsky: Thanks Janet, that was great!

01:09:25 farah taleb: Yes please can we have Janet’s presentation

01:09:30 Jane Silva: Thank you, Janet! :)

01:09:30 Lindsey Moss: What if you print the transcript and highlight this convo?:) They will know you were 

here!!



01:09:31 Rosie Fischer: Thanks, Janet!

01:09:42 Lindsey Moss: JENNA!!!!!!

01:09:46 Heather Shockley: The creativity structure was awesome! Access to the powerpoint?

01:10:16 Erica: WooHoo!! I am an AOEU Masters Student!!

01:10:27 Lindsey Moss: Hooray Erica!!!!!!

01:10:58 Erica: :D

01:10:58 Tessa Hitz: Thank you!

01:10:59 Jack Purcell: Are anyone’s schools creating an opportunity to allow students to stop by the school and get 

supplies?  Maybe a table set up outdoors with a designated time for students to pick up materials?

01:11:00 Ines De Sanctis: im so exited with this, all of this info 

01:11:12 Lindsey Moss: I’m so glas:)

01:11:15 Lindsey Moss: glad

01:11:44 Melissa A: Does anyone have ideas for not only low tech students, but maybe those who my not have the 

internet or much data?

01:11:48 Kemmie Bayliss: I didn’t understand her information about the images. Do they have images we can use in our 

lessons?

01:12:06 Lindsey Moss: Which images?

01:12:09 Jimmy Test: We have drive up where the kids get free breakfast and lunch.  Also basic school supplies

01:12:33 Melissa Schulman: Janet Taylor, Will we be able to have access to your Google Slides Creativity Challenges?

01:12:36 Lindsey Moss: I think Jenna was talking about images as part of the masters degree application, was that it?

01:12:46 Cheryl Treiber-Kawaoka: Jack, my daughter’s school just sent a survey to parents to see if they would be 

able to come by to pick up supplies (music instruments, art supplies, etc.)  They also asked us what kind of tech we have 

at home.

01:12:48 farah taleb: Lindsey, do you know if Janet’s slides are available?

01:13:07 scarton: Love the downloads for the mindfulness techniques for kiddos!!

01:13:09 Kemmie Bayliss: Must have been Lindsay. Thank you!

01:13:11 Jack Purcell: thank you Cheryl

01:13:38 Melissa A: thanks for the DL!!!

01:13:41 Lindsey Moss: I don’t have that link, but I would just go over to her twitter or insta… you should be able to find 

them! Or, if Janet is in the chat, she might be able to jump in!

01:14:05 Melissa Schulman: I looked, didn’t see them.

01:14:26 Lindsey Moss: I’ll message her...

01:14:33 Barb Schriner-Schmitt: Once again, it is great to share this webinar with fellow creative thinking teachers!

01:14:50 Jorena: I went to her twitter, but I am not finding a link to her presentation for tonight.  Lots of other great links.

01:16:03 Tessa Hitz: need to put my kiddo to bed but I’ll definitely be checking out the resources - THANK YOU to 

everyone for organizing this!

01:16:09 farah taleb: What is Janet’s insta?

01:16:12 Lindsey Moss: Thank you for coming!!!

01:16:46 Janet Taylor: @jataylorart

01:17:00 Janet Taylor: OMG!  I’m so sorry!  I’ve been replying to panelists only!!!

01:17:11 Lindsey Moss: Here she is!!!!

01:17:15 Janet Taylor: Yes- the creativity cache has been tweeted out , and these slides … I will get them up soon!  

(been a long day!)

01:17:26 Lindsey Moss: Thank you Janet!!!!!

01:17:28 Janet Taylor: I haven’t linked this content YET.  :)  I will though!

01:17:42 chuck: omg me too

01:17:47 Janet Taylor: (I need to repeat CALM! )

01:17:57 TJ Thomas: lol



01:18:01 Cheryl Treiber-Kawaoka: I can use my rosary

01:18:05 Janet Taylor: Accountability- I won’t lie- I am still struggling to get some kids engaged because I’m not there 

watching them.  They can’t get graded for any of this work, so I do try to give them bonus points to help their grade.

01:18:31 Janet Taylor: Thank you everyone- I will link these via social media @jataylorart as well as the website 

artedcollective.weebly.com

01:18:36 Sheryl: I was doing the same! 😆

01:18:36 chuck: I’m breathing

01:19:09 chuck: live and learn

01:19:25 Sheryl: Yes I sent my students a link to Color Mandalas online.

01:19:47 Janet Taylor: Rich- different than in my class.  I still use a lot of creativity, but I’m a choice-art teacher so my 

students often drive that.

01:19:56 Melissa A: engaged participating or in the projecting?

01:19:59 jennifer joyce: thank you everyone!

01:20:06 Melissa A: project*

01:20:17 Candice Rutherford: Just listening to these ideas is helping me relax. I am loving this. 

01:20:29 Lindsey Moss: Yes! Good for students AND us!

01:20:37 chuck: thanks everyone.... need to leave ... is there a webinar next week

01:20:38 Sheryl: I use TAB as well.

01:20:47 Lindsey Moss: Here is a download! https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/3-

Mindfulness-Activities-for-Teens.pdf

01:20:48 Jane Silva: Yay TAB! :)

01:20:56 Lindsey Moss: That one covers the ideas she was just talking about...

01:21:01 artclass: I have one of those on my classroom

01:21:04 Kemmie Bayliss: I appreciate all these wonderful ideas.

01:21:10 Lindsey Moss: https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/3-Mindfulness-Activities-for-

Children.pdf  and here is the second part!

01:21:18 Beverly Paul: Thanks! Very useful info!!

01:21:21 Amanda Heyn: Yes! There is a webinar next week :)

01:21:42 chuck: 😆

01:21:43 Lindsey Moss: We are planning to support one another every Thursday throughout this ordeal...

01:21:43 TJ Thomas: Namaste! 

01:21:55 Audrey: I often introduce Andy Goldsworthy to students and then we go outside to create mandalas or other 

creative designs with natural materials. http://www.artnet.com/artists/andy-goldsworthy/

01:22:04 Lindsey Moss: So, make sure you join us next week too!

01:22:18 Lindsey Moss: I love that Goldsworthy connection idea!

01:22:20 buvarsky: Thank you! So supportive and empowering!

01:22:40 Mrs. Hoisington: Found object or nature Mandala is a great idea. I have also seen found object color 

wheels online. 

01:23:02 suzanne: Thank you. I love connecting with other art teachers!!!

01:23:06 Lindsey Moss: If you are looking for more ideas, here is 5 Minute Mindfulness article from Kelly Phillips

https://theartofeducation.edu/2016/11/21/5-minute-mindfulness/

01:23:21 Jane Silva: Ha ha my hoberman sphere is in my inaccessible classroom. ;)

01:23:32 Lindsey Moss: Just listening to Jenna makes me feel more calm:)

01:23:45 K H: @Janet what if you thought of the bonus points as activity alternatives. They may not be worth 

as much point as the other projects but it just might be what would get them engaged. I used to think this way with my 

students. But I found  that many missed out on  all experiences because I was almost  “punishing” them for not doing the 

other work.  Now that I’ve relaxed a bit, offering some items as alternative assignments, the students feel that its easier 

and it almost becomes a gateway into do the other projects. It’s like they’ve built up confidence to work. Does this work 



for all no but it does increase your engagement percentage and some kids  fail less.

01:23:47 Kemmie Bayliss: This is refreshing to have this webinar and connection with colleagues.

01:23:51 TJ Thomas: For high school teachers, I highly recommend Teaching Tolerance too....Great Resources.

01:24:11 Jane Silva: TJ Thomas I agree :)

01:24:33 Janet Taylor: She is a perfect ending after my frantic lesson share.  hahaha!  I’m belly breathing right 

now.

01:24:40 Lindsey Moss: :)

01:25:13 Karen Steadman: Love your ideas, Jenna!!

01:25:20 Lindsey Moss: One more time, Here are Jenna’s downloads: 

https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/3-Mindfulness-Activities-for-Children.pdf and 

https://artofed-uploads.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/03/3-Mindfulness-Activities-for-Teens.pdf

01:25:30 Mrs. Hoisington: Beautiful Singing Bowl. I have a mini-gong for clean up time. (It’s on a 6’ shelf that only I 

can reach!)

01:25:34 Heather Evans: Janet, you were very calming for me- you reminded us about connecting with our 

students.

01:25:54 TJ Thomas: Also, the issue of assessment in this new environment is something I have been 

struggling with...I would love to discuss what to do now...I saw that Columbia University has made all their classes P/F 

this term. And I know another university that gave students the option to do P/F. I think it is something we should all 

adapt.

01:25:57 Janet Taylor: @KH yes!  I actually often give them choices of what they want to do.  I also will ask them that if 

they are creating ANYTHING, they should document that and can share instead of that particular challenge.  OR… have 

them demo a mini lesson to share with everyone to try!!

01:25:58 TJ Thomas: adopt.

01:26:01 Sheryl: Beautiful, thanks so much.😆

01:26:12 ART 223: Where did Janet post the powerpoint??

01:26:14 Amanda Heyn: Thomas- Jenna is a fan of talking about the science behind mindfulness practices!

01:26:18 Patty Gallagher: I have 750 elementary students and set up 6 Google Classrooms (grades K-5, one per grade 

level) Still waiting for all of them to join in, but I had posted some suggested activities and some of them are posting 

pics of what they are doing in the comments.   Will add assignments to separate classes and have them respond there 

with assignment photos

01:26:37 Jane Silva: Thank you, Patty. :)

01:26:48 Janet Taylor: I am working on posting still.  Check @jataylorart on twitter, insta, and I will link to 

artedcollective.weebly.com

01:26:48 Jimmy Test: Creating a labyrinth - great idea! Connecting mindfulness and creativity and logic.

01:26:50 Heather Evans: Re assessment:our school will let the students decide, on a number grade or p/f

01:26:55 Lindsey Moss: Janet hasn’t posted it yet…she said it will be up later! Social media links are above!

01:27:02 TJ Thomas: Patty, I have been there, it’s so hard! you are doing amazing!

01:27:22 Rebecca A: Have to log off, thank you for all the great ideas and to the panelists and AOEU for all the 

amazing resources!!

01:27:27 Janet Taylor: (Thanks for everyone’s patience!  working on posting AND replying to you!)  :)

01:27:28 TJ Thomas: @heather are you at a HS?

01:27:28 Lindsey Moss: Thanks for coming!

01:27:38 Patty Gallagher: I am enjoying the interaction I can have with the little guys in Google Classroom!

01:27:51 Melissa A: What is this called?

01:28:04 Heather Evans: Heather here, yes secondary level.

01:28:10 Lindsey Moss: We had another article this week focusing on management of stress and anxiety…https://

theartofeducation.edu/2020/03/14/how-to-manage-stress-and-anxiety-in-difficult-times/

01:28:19 Pam: We were told not to worry about grading at this time in art, music, library, gym. We normally have to 



grade very easily, so I rely on a giving them enough meaningful work so to justify the grade. The little ones are so happy 

to have some art, even at home they are easier. But our Middle school students are avoiding any work they can.

01:28:29 Jane Silva: Does anyone have issues with inappropriate commenting from your elementary students 

on Google Classroom?

01:28:37 Melanie Devoy: Thank you everyone!

01:28:41 Nancy Greene: Love them, thanks so much!

01:28:43 Lindsey Moss: Thank you Jenna!!

01:28:50 Kemmie Bayliss: Wow! This has been great! Thank you ALL!

01:28:50 Stacy: Not yet, hopefully not

01:29:08 Stacy: Yes, thank you so much for everything

01:29:12 autumn: thank you for all the great information!

01:29:18 Melissa A: Thank you Jenna!!

01:29:21 Jane Silva: The fabulous Calm App is free for educators. :)

01:29:22 MARY KOPACZ: You can mute kids in Google Classroom. I give them a warning and then mute them 

01:29:23 jennifer joyce: @jane you can manage your settings to mute kids or manage the chat

01:29:25 Stacy: Thank you so much!

01:29:28 dganju: Thank you - peace

01:29:31 Linda Lohmann: thank you all

01:29:38 Jane Silva: Thank you, M.

01:29:49 Ms Cofone: lol MB you love the mute button

01:29:52 Jane Silva: Thank you, Jennifer Joyce

01:29:53 Lindsey Moss: Everything we linked tonight will be on the site: https://theartofeducation.edu/

coronavirus/ AND the transcript for this week will be posted soon too!

01:30:02 MARY KOPACZ: YES! Love the MUTE!

01:30:11 Lindsey Moss: I need mute in real life:)

01:30:17 Ms Cofone: hahahaha

01:30:21 MARY KOPACZ: lol

01:30:23 Melissa Shaw: Thank you, everyone! 

01:30:24 rvandyk1: thank you so much!!!

01:30:24 Melissa A: This was amazing!!!

01:30:28 Audrey: Thanks so much for this weekly webinar ~ it’s been so helpful!!!

01:30:28 Heather Evans: Thanks for another great webinar!!!!

01:30:29 buvarsky: Thank You all!

01:30:32 Jane Silva: Thank you good to know about the mute option. :)

01:30:34 Melissa Schulman: Thank you panelists!

01:30:34 Stephanie Stein: THANKS EVERYONE!

01:30:38 Jack Purcell: thank you.  Best PD I have had all year!

01:30:42 TJ Thomas: thank you!

01:30:44 Cheryl Treiber-Kawaoka: Mahalo nui!

01:30:47 MARY KOPACZ: THANK YOU AOE!!!

01:30:50 Crystal Lyon: Thank you for this. It is truly appreciated

01:30:50 Heather Evans: namaste

01:30:51 Anna S: Thank you for your  ideas and support!

01:30:51 Jane Silva: Thanks everyone, and thanks podcast guy! :)

01:30:52 Lindsey Moss: Thanks to all our presenters!!!! You are so gracious to share in this busy and stressful 

time!!!

01:30:53 Linda Lohmann: same!!

01:30:57 Holly Berchet-Hall: Thank you so much for this opportunity. This has feed my soul.



01:30:58 Nancy Greene: Thank you to all!

01:30:58 Therese: Thank you!

01:30:59 Krista Richard: Thanks!!

01:31:00 Ms Cofone: The best part about teaching online is that kids can not interrupt you anymore!

01:31:01 sharonmitchell: Thank you so much!

01:31:02 Rebecca: Thank you!!

01:31:02 Angela Hill: thank you

01:31:03 Stacy: Can I still access last weeks conference recording? I missed it!

01:31:04 artclass: THANKS FOR THIS! VERY HELPFUL

01:31:05 miranda b: You all are amazing!

01:31:15 Mrs. Hoisington: Thank you! We can do this! Together! 

01:31:15 K H: the best webinar i’ve attended this week. Thanks!!!!!

01:31:17 marni: appreciate the time and effort to make this journey more do able and meaningful!

01:31:18 Melissa A: I look forward to the next one!

01:31:19 Molly McFee: thanks everyone!!

01:31:19 Lindsey Moss: Stacy, yes!!!! Go to the magazine page, there is a recap!

01:31:25 Candice Rutherford: Thank you for this very helpful webinar.  <3

01:31:33 lburns: Thanks! I can’t wait to read the transcript. So much good information!

01:31:33 Larry Jackson: Thank you all!

01:31:34 Erica: Thank you all for this!!!

01:31:59 Darrell Harvey: Thanks for all the great ideas!!

01:31:59 Pam: thanks for a great webinar

01:32:20 Linnia Johnson: Thank you!

01:39:19 JACOB.COMMODORE: This cool, Enjoying it.

01:42:42 carmon_lindsay: Thank you

01:43:53 Lindsey Moss: Thank you so much Jenna!!! I feel so relaxed now!

01:43:54 Crystal Lyon: Thank you. I really needed this. 

01:43:55 Jane Silva: Thank you got a leg cramp hee hee :)

01:43:56 Stacy: Thank you SO much!  I needed that a LOT!

01:43:58 Erica: Thank you!!

01:44:01 Jimmy Test: That was the best part of my day!

01:44:02 marni: yay, calm!

01:44:10 Jane Silva: Need to find the text of the meta peace prayer :)

01:44:13 Melissa Schulman: Thanks that was relaxing

01:44:13 Melissa A: I needed that, thank you


